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Abstract 
Su-Field analysis, as one of the inventive problem solving tools, can be used to analyse and improve the efficacy of the technical 
system. Generally, the process of using Su-Field model to solve a specific inventive problem includes: building a Problem 
Model, mapping to a Generic Problem Model, finding a Generic Solution Model based on the corresponding inventive standard, 
and finally establishing and instantiating a Solution Model. As one of the most important phases of Su-Field analysis, the last 
step is normally implemented manually with the help of physical effects, which link generic technical functions with specific 
applications and systems. The physical effects compatible with the context of the specific problem should be chosen to assist the 
users to instantiate the Solution Model. However, the physical effects and the specific problems are built at different levels of 
abstraction, and it is difficult for the users to choose, that is, given a certain function, too many physical effects are chosen while 
with the detailed context of the problem, no physical effect is returned. This paper firstly proposes a new way of representing 
physical effects using the change of two states, that is, the couple of two states before and after applying physical effects. Then, 
the knowledge about using physical effects is formalized in OWL (Ontology Web Language) - an ontology language for 
semantic web, and the constraint knowledge, such as the condition to use each kind of physical effect, is formalized in SWRL 
(Semantic Web Rule Language) - a rule language. Finally, the reasoning process of using physical effects is performed with the 
support of JESS (Java Expert System Shell) rule engine. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ) [1], various tools were built to facilitate 
the use of TRIZ in the resolution of inventive problems, such as the Contradiction Matrix and the 40 inventive 
principles.  
Su-Field analysis, as an important analytical tool of TRIZ, is used to model a technical problem and to improve 
the efficiency of a technical system. The basic idea of a Su-Field model is that any part of a technical system can be 
represented as a set of substance components and field interactions among these components [2]. The problem is 
indicated as an undesirable, insufficient, or missing interaction between two components. Obtaining a solution to the 
problem means that the given physical structure which contains the undesirable or missing interaction must be 
transformed into a structure in which the desired interaction is achieved. A system of seventy six Inventive 
Standards was proposed by G.S. Altshuller [1] to indicate which patterns are to be used to appropriately transform a 
given Su-Field model. 
In the survey of “Worldwide status of TRIZ perceptions and uses” implemented by Cavallucci in 2009 [3], two 
frequencies were obtained, that is, the frequency of TRIZ’s main components (most unknown) and the frequency of 
TRIZ’s main components (most often used), as shown in Fig 1. and Fig 2.  According to these figures, we can 
observe that the pointers and the database of physical effects ranks highly in the list of the most unknown TRIZ 
components, and ranks lowly in the list of the most often used components. Compared with other TRIZ tools, most 
users do not know the pointers and effects and only use the pointers and effects occasionally when they deem it 
necessary.  
 
Fig. 1. Frequency of TRIZ’s main components: most unknown          Fig. 2. Frequency of TRIZ’s main components: most often used 
There are many reasons for this situation, such as, the large number of physical effects and the description of the 
pointers at high level of abstraction. With the traditional method, the search of physical effects is normally 
implemented manually with the help of the pointers to physical effects — consists in linking a generic technical 
functions with specific applications and systems, the pointers to physical effects that are compatible with the context 
of the specific problem should be chosen to complete the Su-Field model and assist the users to interpret the 
Solution Model in the real world. However, the pointers to physical effects and the specific problems are built at 
different levels of abstraction. It is therefore difficult for users to choose among too many eligible pointers to 
physical effects given a certain function while with a detailed context of the problem, it is possible that no pointer to 
a physical effect be returned [4]. 
Accordingly, there is a need for a new manner of modeling physical effects and a method that does not rely on 
the pre-stored pointers and that can process the user’s retrieval more dynamically. In our paper, a new way of 
representing physical effects, that is, the couple of two states before and after applying physical effects is proposed 
to facilitate and automate the process of using physical effects. Then, based on ontology, the knowledge of using 
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physical effects is formalized in OWL (Ontology Web Language)* ņ an ontology language for semantic web 
developed by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and the rules for retrieving physical effects are interpreted and 
represented in SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)†, which is a rule language based on OWL. After mapping the 
knowledge and constraints of using physical effects onto JESS facts and rules, the reasoning processes will be 
performed by JESS (Java Expert System Shell) rule engine‡ to return the heuristic physical effects to the users. This 
research facilitates the use of physical effects and can improve the available status of using effects to a certain extent. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review about different ways to 
cope with similar problems in TRIZ, which proves the necessity of our research. The detailed model and constrains 
for searching physical effects are encoded into the ontology language (OWL) and the rule language (SWRL) in 
Section 3. In Section 4, the process of using physical effects is implemented based on the JESS rule engine. Finally, 
some limits of our method and perspectives of future work are drawn in Section 5. 
2. Literature Review 
In recent years, several different approaches and software were proposed to automate and facilitate the process of 
using physical effects. 
Souchkov [5] proposed an approach to model physical knowledge in terms of generic components and integrated 
inventive standards and sharable physical effects based on ontology. However, only the TRIZ knowledge sources are 
formalized using ontology while the further development, such as, using ontology inference to obtain potential 
effects in Su-Field analysis, has not been considered. 
The CREAX Function Database [6] organises a database of effects by function, and uses a web-based application 
to support the search of effects. It consists of two databases, that is, the Function Database and the Attribute 
Database. In the Function Database, a list of Functions (Pointers), such as, “Absorb” and “Produce”, and 4 objects ņ 
“Solid”, “Liquid”, “Gas” and “Field” are pre-defined. The user needs to choose a Function and an object, such as, 
“Absorb Gas”, and then all the related physical effects are obtained. In the Attribute Database,  there are a list of 
Attributes, which describe the different attributes of technical systems or objects, such as, “Colour” and “Speed”, 
and 5 kinds of behaviour ņ “Changing”, “Decreasing”, “Measuring”, “Increasing” and “Stabilising” to define the 
different modifications of the Attribute. Similarly, the user also needs to select an Attribute and behaviour to search 
for the appropriate physical effects. However, this system responds to user-entered query by processing the query to 
a combination of two pre-stored key words, which is quite limited in the specific applications. For example, if the 
user query comprises words that lack all the key words pre-stored, then the system cannot respond with any stored 
answer or it may respond with an incorrect pre-stored answer. Furthermore, the classification of objects ņ “Solid”, 
“Liquid”, “Gas” and “Field” is at high level of abstraction, and too many physical effects are eligible for a specific 
application. In our method, the query with key word is considered as the supplementary means. 
Invention Machine’s Goldfire [7], is a commercial software that links a given function search to a compliant list 
of sentences extracted in both selected websites and patents that seemingly fit the required search. The key 
technology is “Semantic Answering System and Method” [8], that is, responding the user query using semantic 
method. On the one hand, the solutions are stored in the form Subject-Action-Object in the database; On the other 
hand, the problem statement for each user query is in the form Action-Object. So if the terms in Action-Object 
problem statement have similarity with at least one term of the Subject-Action-Object solution, then this solution 
will be returned. The similar research in GoldFire is the section of searching scientific effects based on semantic 
method. The physical effects are divided into 26 classes according to different functions, such as, “Substance: 
Absorb/Adsorb”, and then for each class, there are several sub-classes, for example, for the class “Substance: 
Absorb/Adsorb”, the sub-classes are:  
z “absorb liquid substances” 
 
 
* http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/. 
† http://www.daml.org/2003/11/swrl/. 
‡ http://www.jessrules.com/jess/docs/61/. 
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z “absorb/adsorb chemical compounds” 
z “absorb/adsorb gas” 
z “absorb/adsorb molecular and sub-molecular particles” 
z “absorb/adsorb structured substances” 
z “absorb/adsorb technical objects and substances”  
z “adsorb particles” 
Each sub-class also consists of several sub-subsidiary classes, for example, “absorb/adsorb gas” is made up of 
“absorb/adsorb gas” and “absorb/adsorb vapour”. As a result, the user needs to locate the specific case level-by-level 
to obtain the physical effects. With the good performance of the proposed semantic methods and the standard 
representative way of problem and solution, the results are almost satisfied. However, the hierarchy of the physical 
effects is stable and any modification of the classification need to be maintained manually. Furthermore, the 
semantic search, only depending on the matching among two words with the same role in the sentence, cannot 
provide more extensive semantic information, such as, a physical effect related to “absorb vapour” is also an effect 
to “absorb gas”. 
Table 1. Comparison with other similar software. 
Name Main Method Advantage Disadvantage 
CREAX Function 
Database 
Retrieval with the pre-
stored key words. 
Simple operation. 
Good performance for 
the specific case with 
the pre-stored key 
words. 
Limit in the specific 
application without the pre-
stored key words.  
The performance depends 
greatly on the level of 
abstraction of the key 
words. 
Invention Machine’s 
Goldfire 
Semantic search with 
the pre-defined 
standard representative 
way of problem and 
solution. 
Good performance. The modification of the 
hierarchy of physical 
effects needs to be 
maintained manually. 
The extensive semantic 
information cannot be 
provided. 
Our Method Ontology modelling 
and ontology inference. 
Good performance and 
the extensive semantic 
information can be 
provided. 
The physical effects 
ontology needs to be 
instantiated before the 
applications. 
As shown in Table 1, various existing approaches to choose physical effects are still completely or partly operated 
by TRIZ users, requiring a high expertise in TRIZ usage to appropriately manipulate these concepts. In order to 
facilitate this process, we postulate that a new way to formalize physical effects and a new method of using physical 
effects based on ontologies are required, aiming at obtaining better results while requiring less expertise to complete 
the tasks. 
3. Physical Effects Modeling Using Ontology Language  
3.1. Formalization of Physical Effects 
During the process of Su-Field analysis, while the inventive standards do not produce recommendations in terms 
of what physical substances or fields should be used, the collection of physical effects provides the mapping between 
technical functions and available natural laws. 
In the standard method, the physical effects are searched with the help of pointers, that is, each physical effect 
should be mapped to its corresponding pointers. However, the pointers to physical effects and the specific problems 
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are built at different levels of abstraction. It is therefore difficult for users to choose among too many eligible 
pointers to physical effects given a certain function, while with a detailed context of the problem, it is possible that 
no pointer to a physical effect be returned. Accordingly, the physical effects need to be re-formalized to be at the 
same level of abstraction with the specific problems. The intuition is that if the physical effects can be formalized 
with two states, which is similar with Su-Field model, then the match between the solution model of the specific 
problem and the physical effects should be much easier. 
As stated above, the basic idea is that each physical effect is formalized as the couple of two states before and 
after applying physical effects. Firstly, the physical effects (PE) are divided into three types, that is, PE about 
substance, PE about field and PE about parameter according to the object they are related to, for example, a physical 
effect used to absorb gas is considered as PE about substance. In our research, only the physical effects about 
substance and field are taken into account. Then, according to the different ways to change, two sub-types are 
defined respectively for each kind of physical effects: 
z PE about substance 
z PE to add substance 
z PE to modify substance 
z PE about field 
z PE to add field 
z PE to modify field 
The physical effects of the types “PE to modify substance/field” are formalized as shown in Fig 3. For the physical 
effects of the types “PE to add substance/field”, two additional states “Incremental substance” and “Incremental field” 
are added respectively to describe the incremental part after applying the physical effects, as depicted in Fig 4. 
              
Initial State Initial State
Incremental 
Substance/Field
Physical 
Effect
 
Fig. 3. Formalization for the types PE to modify substance/Field           Fig. 4. Formalization for the types PE to add substance/Field 
Generally, each physical effect may correspond to several kinds of change of states, and so this formalization of 
physical effects is implemented based on the accurate analysis of physical effects with the help of domain experts. 
For example, “PE81- Evaporation: by using the physical effect Evaporation, vapor can be generated from liquid”, 
described as Fig 5, and its corresponding formalization is shown in Fig 6. 
 
Fig. 5. The physical effect Evaporation: Liquid ņ> Vapor                    Fig. 6. Formalization of the physical effect Evaporation 
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3.2. Modeling with Protégé 
Protégé§ is a free, open-source platform that provides a growing user community with a suite of tools to construct 
domain models and knowledge-based applications with ontologies. Protégé can be extended by the way of a plug-in 
architecture and a Java-based Application Programming Interface (API) for building knowledge-based tools and 
applications.  
In our research, OWL [9] is chosen to formalize the knowledge for the following reasons: 
z OWL is a web-oriented ontology language and adapts to the situation of sharing domain knowledge through 
web-based applications and systems. 
z OWL is a sophisticated language, that is, on the one hand, it shares useful language constructs and design 
features with its predecessors, such as RDF(S); on the other hand, it adds desirable features through 
appropriate extensions to satisfy conflicting requirements. 
z OWL uses the Description Logic (DL) model, which specifies the meaning of ontology in rigorously well-
defined logic semantics and in a format that can be further processed by programming. This also enables the 
automatic reasoning about knowledge sources, avoiding the terminological ambiguity. 
The Inventive Standards Ontology:  Generally, the process of using Su-Field model to solve a specific 
inventive problem includes: building a Problem Model, mapping to a Generic Problem Model, finding a Generic 
Solution Model based on the corresponding inventive standard, and finally establishing and instantiating a Solution 
Model. 
 
Fig. 7. The Inventive Standards Ontology 
 
 
§ http://protege.stanford.edu/. 
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As shown in Fig 7, Problem is used to represent the concept of Problem Model. For a specific case, its Problem 
corresponds to a Generic_Problem_Model and a Generic_Solution_Model through the two properties 
correspondsTo_GPM and correspondsTo_GSM respectively. Generic_Problem_Model has one or two Substances 
and one Field, depicted by hasSubstance1_GPM, hasSubstance2_GPM and hasField_GPM, while 
Generic_Solution_Model uses hasSubstance1_GSM, hasSubstance2_GSM and hasField_GSM to describe these 
relations. The transformation from Generic_Problem_Model to Generic_Solution_Model is implemented through the 
use of the appropriate InventiveStandard, which is described by chooses_IS. 
In order to detect the change of states before and after using InventiveStandard, three properties 
has_S1_Num_GPM, has_S2_Num_GPM and has_F_Num_GPM are defined to obtain the number of Substances and 
Field for Generic_Problem_Model, while three other properties has_S1_Num_GSM, has_S2_Num_GSM and 
has_F_Num_GSM for Generic_Solution_Model. 
Chooses_PE is defined to represent the relation between Problem and the chosen Physical_Effect. The properties 
has_keyid_of_type and chooses_PE_Type are used to mark the type of the chosen inventive standard and the 
physical effects to be chosen respectively. 
The property changesOnOrFor_Element is used to record the concrete object, including Substance and Field, 
chosen by the user in the specific case. 
The Physical Effects Ontology:  Fig 8 shows the framework of the Physical Effects Ontology. The class 
Physical_Effect is built with the property keyword, which makes possible to obtain the heuristic Physical Effects 
through the search of keyword [10]. For each Physical Effect, two states before and after the use of physical effects, 
are defined through the properties hasInitialState and hasFinalState. 
All the Physical Effects are divided into two main kinds: Sub_PE - the Physical Effects which change Substance 
and Field_PE - the Physical Effects which change Field. Two inherited properties hasInitialStateSub and 
hasFinalStateSub of Sub_PE represent the change of Substance, while the two properties hasInitialStateField and 
hasFinalStateField of Field_PE represent the change of Field. 
 
hasInitialStateSub
hasFinalStateSub
hasInitialState
hasFinalState
hasIncrementalSubstance
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Physical Effect 1 Physical Effect 2 Physical Effect 4 Physical Effect 5
-hasDescription: string
-includes: Element
Element
hasInitialState
hasFinalState
-hasDescription: string
-includes_Sub: Substance
Substance
-hasDescription: string
-includes_Field: Field
Field
-hasDescription: string
-hasInitialStateField: Field
-hasFinalStateField: Field
Field_PE
-hasDescription: string
-includes: Element
Element
-hasDescription: string
-includes_SC2: SClass3
SClass2
-hasDescription: string
SClass3
-hasDescription: string
-includes_FC2: FClass3
FClass2
-hasDescription: string
-includes_FC3: FClass4
FClass3
-hasDescription: string
-includes_FC1: FClass2
FClass1
Physical Effect 3 Physical Effect 6
-hasDescription: string
-hasIncrementalSubstance: Substance
Add_SPE
-hasDescription: string
Modify_SPE
-hasDescription: string
Modify_FPE
-hasDescription: string
-hasIncrementalField: Field
Add_FPE
-hasDescription: string
-hasInitialStateSub: Substance
-hasFinalStateSub: Substance
Sub_PE
-hasDescription: string
-keyword: string
-hasInitialState: Element
-hasFinalState: Element
Physical_Effect
-hasDescription: string
-includes_SC1: SClass2
SClass1
-hasDescription: string
FClass4
 
Fig. 8. The Physical Effects Ontology 
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According to the four behavior concepts presented in 3.1, Sub_PE corresponds to Add_SPE and Modify_SPE and 
Field_PE to Add_FPE and Modify_FPE. For Add_SPE and Add_FPE, there are two additional properties 
hasIncrementalStateSub and hasIncrementalStateField to describe the incremental Substance or Field. 
As shown in Fig 8, the hierarchy of Substance with 3-levels (SClass1, SClass2 and SClass3) and Field with 4-
levels (FClass1, FClass2, FClass3 and FClass4) are defined respectively. The property includes is used to define the 
relations “parent-child” (hypernym-hyponym) between two objects, such as, “Liquid” and “Water”, and it consists 
of two sub-properties: includes_Sub for Substance and includes_Field for Field. For each sub-property, several sub-
subsidiary properties are defined to represent the relations in different levels, for example, two sub-subsidiary 
properties includes_SC1 and includes_SC2 represent the relations of SClass1 and SClass2, SClass2 and SClass3. 
We also take the physical effect “PE81- Evaporation” as an example, its corresponding concepts and 
relationships are built in the Physical Effects ontology. There are several types of change during the process of the 
evaporation, such as, add “Vapor” or change “Pressure”. Supposed that its initial state includes Substance “Liquid” 
and the final state is comprised of “Liquid” and “Vapor”. As a result, the physical effect “PE81- Evaporation” is 
considered as an Add_SPE, and its values of the properties hasInitialStateSub, hasFinalStateSub and 
hasIncrementalStateSub are “Liquid”, “Liquid &Vapor” and “Vapor”. 
Table 2 shows the definition of several kinds of physical effects, and the subClassOf means the relations between 
superclass and subclass, for example, Field_PE is a subclass of Physical_Effect. Moreover, class properties can also 
be encoded in OWL syntax, in which the owl:DatatypeProperty means that the range of the property is data, such as, 
the range of hasKeyword_PE is string,  and the owl:ObjectProperty means that the range is object, for example, 
hasInitialStateField has the domain of Field_PE and the range of Field.  
 
Table 2. Encoding classes and properties in OWL. 
 
Classes Properties 
<owl:Class rdf:ID=" Physical_Effect "> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="owl:Thing"/> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Field_PE"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Physical_Effect"/> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
</owl:Class> 
 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Add_FPE"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="#Field_PE"/> 
</owl:Class> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Modify_FPE"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="#Field_PE"/> 
<owl:disjointWith> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Add_FPE"/> 
</owl:disjointWith> 
</owl:Class> 
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="hasKeyword_PE"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Physical_Effect"/> 
<rdfs:range 
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#strin
g"/> 
</owl:DatatypeProperty> 
 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasInitialStateField"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Field_PE"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Field"/> 
<rdfs:subPropertyOf> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasInitialState"/> 
</rdfs:subPropertyOf> 
</owl:ObjectProperty> 
 
3.3. Modeling Constraints with Protégé 
The constraints are encoded in Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [11]. SWRL allows users to write rules 
that can be expressed in terms of OWL concepts to provide more powerful deductive reasoning capabilities than 
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OWL alone. Semantically, SWRL is built on the same description logic foundation as OWL and provides similar 
strong formal guarantees when performing inference. 
The built-in SWRLTab** in Protégé allows users to write rules to reason about OWL individuals and to infer new 
knowledge about individuals. The SWRLTab is a development environment for working with SWRL rules in 
Protégé-OWL. It supports the editing and execution of SWRL rules. 
A SWRL rule is an implication between an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head). The intended meaning can 
be read as: whenever the conditions specified in the antecedent hold, then the conditions specified in the consequent 
must also hold. Both the antecedent and consequent consist of zero or more atoms. Multiple atoms are treated as a 
conjunction: 
                                                                atom ^ atom … atom ^ atom                                                        (1) 
An atom is an expression of the form: 
                                                                     p(arg1, arg2 … argn)                                                             (2) 
where p is a predicate symbol and arg1, arg2 …  argn are the terms or arguments of the expression. Atoms in these 
rules can be of the form C(x), P(x, y), sameAs(x, y) or differentFrom(x, y), where C is an OWL description, P is an 
OWL property, and x, y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. 
In our research, the rules are divided into two classes: the IS (Inventive Standard) rules and the PE (Physical 
Effect) rules. The inference with the IS rule yields to several abstract types of physical effects, and the PE rules are 
used to find the concrete physical effects to instantiate the Solution Model. 
The IS Rules: Assumed that the type of chosen inventive standard is obtained, and in this section, its related 
types of physical effects are generated based on the inference with the IS rules. 
According to the analysis of inventive standards, 42 IS rules are explored, for example, there are two IS rules for 
the first type of inventive standards (38), as shown in Table 3. The obtained values (0,1,2,3) of the property 
chooses_PE_Type are: 0- add substance, 1- modify substance, 2-add field, 3-modify field. 
Table 3. The IS rules and explanation. 
Name The IS rule and explanation 
Rule 
1 
Problem(?x) ġ InventiveStandard(?y) ġ chooses_IS(?x,?y) ġ 
has_keyid_of_type(?y, 1) ĺ chooses_PE_Type(?x,0) 
If the chosen Inventive Standard belongs to the type 1, the PE of type 0 will be 
chosen. 
Rule 
2 
Problem(?x) ġ InventiveStandard(?y) ġ chooses_IS(?x,?y) ġ 
has_keyid_of_type(?y, 1) ĺ chooses_PE_Type(?x,2) 
If the chosen Inventive Standard belongs to the type 1, the PE of type 2 will be 
chosen. 
Generally, several kinds of physical effects are obtained in this step, and the user needs to provide more concrete 
information in order to find the appropriate physical effects in the next step. Two types of information need to be 
provided: on the one hand, only one type of physical effect needs to be chosen from the obtained set, and on the 
other hand, the level of abstraction for the problem description needs to be set according to the classifications in the 
Su-Field Model Ontology. For example, the user wants to "add pure gas" rather "add mixed gas". 
The PE Rules: According to the Physical Effects Ontology, the PE rules are set to search the most appropriate 
physical effects for the special case. As presented in Section 3.2, there are four classes of physical effects, that is, 
Add_SPE, Modify_SPE, Add_FPE and Modify_FPE, and each class corresponds to two PE rules, that is, one for 
searching the physical effects related to the chosen object and the other for searching the physical effects related to 
the children objects of the chosen one. 8 PE rules are designed as shown in Table 4. 
 
 
** http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/index.php/SWRLTab. 
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Table 4. The PE rules and explanation. 
Name The PE rule and explanation 
Rule 1 Problem (?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model (?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model (?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM (?x,?y)  ġ  correspondsTo_GSM (?x,?z)  ġ  chooses_PE_Type 
(?x,0)  ġ  Substance (?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element (?z,?a)  ġ  Add_SPE (?b)  ġ  
hasIncrementalSubstance (?b,?a)  ė  chooses_PE (?x,?b) 
If a certain substance needs to be added, all the PEs which can add this substance, are 
obtained. 
Rule 2 Problem (?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model (?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model (?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM (?x,?y)  ġ  correspondsTo_GSM (?x,?z)  ġ  chooses_PE_Type 
(?x,1)  ġ  Substance (?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element (?z,?a)  ġ Modify_SPE (?c)  
ġ  hasInitialStateSub (?c,?a) ė  chooses_PE (?x,?c) 
If a certain substance needs to be modified, all the PEs which can modify this substance, 
are obtained. 
Rule 3 Problem (?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model (?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model (?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM (?x,?y)  ġ  correspondsTo_GSM (?x,?z)  ġ  chooses_PE_Type 
(?x,2)  ġ  Field (?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element (?z,?a)  ġ  Add_FPE (?b)  ġ  
hasIncrementalField (?b,?a)  ė  chooses_PE (?x,?b) 
If a certain field needs to be added, all the PEs which can add this field, are obtained. 
Rule 4 Problem (?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model (?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model (?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM (?x,?y)  ġ  correspondsTo_GSM (?x,?z)  ġ  chooses_PE_Type 
(?x,3)  ġ  Field (?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element (?z,?a)  ġ  Modify_FPE (?b)  ġ  
hasInitialStateField (?b,?a)  ė  chooses_PE (?x,?b) 
If a certain field needs to be modified, all the PEs which can modify this field, are 
obtained. 
Rule 5 Problem(?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model(?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model(?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM(?x, ?y)  ġ   correspondsTo_GSM(?x, ?z)  ġ  
chooses_PE_Type(?x, 0)  ġ  Substance(?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element(?z, ?a)  ġ  
Substance(?c)  ġ   includes_Sub(?a, ?c)  ġ   Add_SPE(?b)  ġ  
hasIncrementalSubstance(?b, ?c) ė chooses_PE(?x, ?b) 
If a certain substance needs to be added, all the PEs which can add this substance or its 
children substances, such as, liquid and water, are obtained. 
Rule 6 Problem(?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model(?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model(?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM(?x, ?y)  ġ   correspondsTo_GSM(?x, ?z)  ġ  
chooses_PE_Type(?x, 1)  ġ  Substance(?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element(?z, ?a)  ġ  
Substance(?b)    ġ includes_Sub(?a,?b)  ġ  Modify_SPE(?c)  ġ  hasInitialStateSub(?c, 
?b) ė chooses_PE(?x, ?c) 
If a certain substance needs to be modified, all the PEs which can modify this substance 
or its children substances, such as, liquid and water, are obtained. 
Rule 7 Problem(?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model(?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model(?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM(?x, ?y)  ġ   correspondsTo_GSM(?x, ?z)  ġ  
chooses_PE_Type(?x, 2)  ġ  Field(?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element(?z, ?a)   ġ  
Field(?c)   ġ  includes_Field(?a,?c)   ġ  Add_FPE(?b)  ġ  hasIncrementalField(?b, ?c) 
ė chooses_PE(?x, ?b) 
If a certain field needs to be added, all the PEs which can add this field or its children 
fields, such as, Electric field and Electrodynamic field, are obtained. 
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Rule 8 Problem(?x)  ġ  Generic_Problem_Model(?y)  ġ  Generic_Solution_Model(?z)  ġ  
correspondsTo_GPM(?x, ?y)  ġ   correspondsTo_GSM(?x, ?z)  ġ  
chooses_PE_Type(?x, 3)  ġ  Field(?a)  ġ  changesOnOrFor_Element(?z, ?a)    ġ  
Field(?c)  ġ   includes_Field(?a,?c)  ġ  Modify_FPE(?b)  ġ  hasInitialStateField(?b, 
?c) ė chooses_PE(?x, ?b) 
If a certain field needs to be modified, all the PEs which can modify this field or its 
children fields, such as, Electric field and Electrodynamic field, are obtained. 
4. Implementing the Query of Physical Effects based on the Rule Engine 
JESS (Java Expert System Shell) [12] is a rule engine for the Java platform, developed by Ernest Friedman-Hill 
of Sandia National Labs since 1995.  JESS supports the development of rule-based expert systems which can be 
tightly coupled to code written in the powerful, portable Java language. The declarative paradigm used by JESS 
continuously, instead of only one loop and for all, applies a collection of rules to a collection of facts by a process 
called pattern matching. Thus rules can modify the collection of facts. JESS is chosen as the first integration 
candidate for the SWRL editor not only because it works seamlessly with Java, is well documented and has an 
extensive user base, but also it has SWRLJESSTab and JESSTab†† in Protégé environment. 
The interaction between OWL and the JESS rule engine is user-driven in the SWRLTab with JESS activated. The 
user controls when OWL knowledge and SWRL rules are transferred to JESS, when inference is performed using 
those knowledge and rules, and when the resulting JESS facts are transferred back to Protégé-OWL as OWL 
knowledge [13]. 
4.1. The Function of OWL ņ> JESS 
A rule-based system maintains a collection of facts known as the knowledge base. The process of OWL ņ> JESS 
will transfer appropriate OWL knowledge to the JESS rule engine. The status window will indicate the number of 
OWL classes, properties and individuals that have been transferred. 
JESSTab provides a JESS console window where one can interact with JESS while running Protégé. Furthermore, 
JESSTab extends JESS with additional functions that allow you to map Protégé knowledge bases to JESS facts and 
manipulate Protégé knowledge bases from JESS directly. Several examples of JESS facts for the classes and 
properties in Section 3.2 are shown in Table 5. 
Table 5. Examples of JESS facts. 
JESS Classes JESS Individuals 
(deftemplate owl:Thing (slot name)) 
(deftemplate Physical_Effect extends 
owl:Thing) 
(deftemplate Field_PE extends 
Physical_Effect) 
(deftemplate Add_FPE extends 
Field_PE) 
(deftemplate Modify_FPE extends 
Field_PE) 
(assert (Modify_FPE (name Mosbauer_Absorption))) 
(assert (Field (name gammaRayField))) 
 
 
 
 
 
JESS Properties 
(assert (hasKeyword_PE Mosbauer_Absorption “absorb gamma ray”)) 
(assert(hasInitialStateField Mosbauer_Absorption gammaRayField)) 
 
 
†† http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/index.php/SWRLTab. 
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4.2. The Function of SWRL ņ> JESS 
The constraints represented in SWRL are transformed to JESS rules in this process. The transformation is 
relatively straightforward. The rules discussed in Section 3.3 can be represented as JESS rules shown in Table 6. In 
our research, 50 SWRL rules are exported to JESS. 
Table 6. Examples of JESS rules. 
 
Type Name JESS rule 
IS rules Rule 1 (defrule Rule1 (Problem (name ?x)) (InventiveStandard (name ?y)) 
(chooses_IS  ?x ?y) (has_keyid_of_type ?y 1) => (assert 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 0)) ) 
Rule 2 (defrule Rule2 (Problem (name ?x)) (InventiveStandard (name ?y)) 
(chooses_IS  ?x ?y) (has_keyid_of_type ?y 1) => (assert 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 2)) ) 
PE rules Rule 1 (defrule Rule1 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 0) (Substance (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Add_SPE (name ?b)) 
(hasIncrementalSubstance ?b ?a) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?b))) 
Rule 2 (defrule Rule2 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 1) (Substance (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Modify_SPE (name ?c)) 
(hasInitialStateSub ?c ?a) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?c))) 
Rule 3 (defrule Rule3 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 2) (Field (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Add_FPE (name ?b)) 
(hasIncrementalField ?b ?a) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?b))) 
Rule 4 (defrule Rule4 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 3) (Field (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Modify_FPE (name ?c)) 
(hasInitialStateField ?c ?a) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?c))) 
Rule 5 (defrule Rule5 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 0) (Substance (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Substance (name ?c)) 
(includes_Sub ?a ?c) (Add_SPE (name ?b)) 
(hasIncrementalSubstance ?b ?c) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?b))) 
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Rule 6 (defrule Rule6 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 1) (Substance (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Substance (name ?b)) 
(includes_Sub ?a ?b) (Modify_SPE (name ?c)) (hasInitialStateSub ?c ?b) 
=> (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?c))) 
Rule 7 (defrule Rule7 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 2) (Field (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Field (name ?c)) 
(includes_Field ?a ?c) (Add_FPE (name ?b)) (hasIncrementalField ?b ?c) 
=> (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?b))) 
Rule 8 (defrule Rule8 (Problem (name ?x)) (Generic_Problem_Model 
(name ?y)) (Generic_Solution_Model (name ?z)) 
(correspondsTo_GPM ?x ?y) (correspondsTo_GSM ?x ?z) 
(chooses_PE_Type ?x 3) (Field (name ?a)) 
(changesOnOrFor_Element ?z ?a) (Field (name ?b)) 
(includes_Field ?a ?b) (Modify_FPE (name ?c)) 
(hasInitialStateField ?c ?b) => (assert (chooses_PE ?x ?c))) 
4.3. The Execution of JESS Inference Engine 
The typical rule-based engine keeps a list of rules and continuously cycles through the list, checking each rule’s 
left-hand-side (LHS) against the working memory and executing the right-hand-side (RHS) of any rules that apply. 
As a rule engine, JESS uses a more efficient method known as the Rete algorithm than the above way [14], that is, 
by remembering past testing results across iterations of the rule loop, only new facts are tested against any rule LHSs 
to which they are most likely to be relevant. 
As shown in Fig 9, several necessary individuals are built through Protégé or Protégé-OWL API in Java 
applications, such as, “Problem_1”, “Generic_Problem_Model_1” and “Generic_Solution_Model_1”. Then JESS 
will run its inference engine and generate some new knowledge, which is represented as JESS facts. After 
transferring to OWL format, the final results are shown in Fig 10, in which a heuristic physical effect “Evaporation” 
is related to “Problem_1” for generating gas. 
 
Fig. 9. Before inference 
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Fig. 10. After inference 
5. Conclusion 
In order to facilitate the use of physical effects in Su-Field analysis, this paper firstly proposes a new way of 
representing physical effects using the change of two states, that is, the couple of two states before and after 
applying physical effects. Then, the inventive standards ontology and the physical effects ontology are built in OWL 
(Ontology Web Language) - an ontology language for semantic web, and the constraint knowledge of using physical 
effects is formalized in SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) - a rule language. Finally, the reasoning process of 
using physical effects is performed with the support of JESS (Java Expert System Shell) rule engine. 
However, there are several problems for our further research. In order to solve various specific problems, the 
number and the content of the physical effects need to change dynamically according to the development of all kinds 
of fields, for example, Visual Effects (Effects integral to the movie’s story and appeal) recently becoming accessible 
owing to the appearance of the affordable animation and compositing software. The list of physical effects used in 
our research has been proposed several years ago, and in order to keep its dynamicity, we intend to use text mining 
techniques to extract the useful information for the physical effects from online resources ņ Wikipedia, such as, 
their initial and final states, and then instantiate them automatically through Protégé-OWL API. 
Consequently, in comparison of the classical “indexing” way used in most commercial software, the 
formalization based on ontologies provides conceptual resources for knowledge based system (KBS) and makes it 
possible to automate the process of the resolution of inventive problems. It also permits the tracking of the different 
applications to study and compare them, and, in this way, the improvement of the whole methodology. 
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